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OVERVIEW

What are the pain points that prevent customers from making a

purchase?

What are the problems customers face while navigating the website?

Is there a difference in the expected target audience and audience

present on the website

Context:
 

HairDrama specialises into handcrafted, luxurious hair accessories that are

designed by global designers. However, the majority of the sales happened

from third party e-commerce websites leading to ~50% lower profit margins.

HairDrama’s own website contributed to a fraction of the total sales. 

Challenge: 

Create a website that engages the user by reducing bounce rates and assists

in higher conversion and revenue. Starting by identifying answers to the

following questions; 

1.

2.

3.

Maia’s solution:

Our research shows that perceptions hold significant importance for

customers who experiment with upcoming niche brands. So much so that

half the battle is won when the perceived value of the product in the

customer’s mind matches or exceeds the actual value of the product. Simply

put, perceptions are the way customers understand things, however,

perceptions are often embedded deep in the behavior and takes in depth

research to understand. Further, our thought process is divided into two

systems - system 1 and system 2. System 1 can be termed as fast and

irrational, while system 2 is rational and methodical. Acknowledging the

differences between these systems allows the creation of strategies that

understand the intricacies of human decision making.

Half the battle is won when the perceived value of the
product in the customer’s mind, matches or exceeds the
actual value of the product

https://www.thinklikemaia.com/post/system-1-vs-system-2-how-knowing-this-helps-you-make-better-decisions


To identify these hidden desires behind making a purchase from

HairDrama’s website, we used Maia’s proprietary PRIDE framework and

combined it with market research and data analysis to understand

customers point of view about the brand and product category.

We started by understanding customer perception to answer “why do people

visit the website/make a purchase, and the friction that prevents them from

completing a purchase. The objective here is to understand and find a

balance between the clients expectation as business owners and the

customers expectations as the buyer of the product. This helps in identifying

the gap between the client’s and customers expectations. 

Using funnel analysis (image below) allowed us to map different customer

journeys across platforms, devices and marketing channels. The insights led

us to identify the top conversion path, which in this case was; users landing

on homepage then using the search bar to find the right product. While the

search logic and search results were good, not many people were using it.

Furthermore, 42% of customers directly drop off from the homepage, which

meant low engagement.

The objective here is to understand and find a balance
between the clients expectation as business owners and the
customers expectations as the buyer of the product. This
helps in identifying the gap between the client’s and
customers expectations. 
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Journey 1

After analysing over 83 unique conversion paths

over 90 days we found that the conversion rate is

higher for user using the search bar

Site Search conversion rate

is 1.28% (91% higher site

average)

These users spend more

time on the website,

around 4 mins (2 more

than site average)

Bounce rate is 31% (36%

lesser than site average)

Traditional Conversion Journey

Homepage
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Checkout
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1.28%

Best Journey

https://www.thinklikemaia.com/our-process/#bgMedia_comp-kmkwqsu5


Insights from building micro-funnels to understand customer
journey

Based on our research we were able to conclude that HairDrama was

missing on a consistent story and a theme on their homepage. Leading the

customer to become anxious to trust the website enough to make a

purchase. Other issues found included improper image coupling and

symmetry across the website. 

Our recommendations were twofold. For the branding purposes, we

changed the header banner to reflect the ethos of the company using

targeted messaging. And, to facilitate search on the website, the search bar

was given more prominence and microcopy in the form of keywords were

added in the search field to assist customers in performing the search. 

Main Header Banner: Pre-optimisation

Main Header Banner: Post-optimisation



Adding a section specifically to testimonials to bring the element of trust

across

Simplifying product categories to induce a sense of familiarity by using

commonly used words, like “hair brands” over . 

Adding value propositions such as “easy returns” on the homepage to

minimise loss aversion

Adding a special section on the homepage, devoted to the brand story

(this would give visitors a sense of belonging and build a rapport with the

brand).

Additionally we reduced the cognitive load, by reducing the number of

design elements and rearranging the different sections of the homepage to

flow more organically. This included: 

Using colour psychology principles, the homepage was
redesigned keeping in mind the brand colours and the
theme of the brand intact. Every element designed was
made unique to reflect the exclusiveness of an
HairDrama product. 

Pre-optimization, website conversion rate was 0.91%. Exactly one month later,

for the same period, post-optimization, the conversion rate increased to

2.04%, which is an increase of 124%. Also, this increase is despite the traffic

dropping by 30%

The homepage has accounted for 47% of the revenue.

65% fewer people are now bouncing off from your website.

Engagement on the website increased by 78%

Results:

The conversion rate increased to 2.04%, which is an
increase of 124%. Also, this increase is despite the traffic
dropping by 30%



THE END

Contact us for more information

Phone Number: +91 73569 31699
Website: www.thinklikemaia.com/contact-us

https://www.thinklikemaia.com/contact-us

